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O&O SafeErase 17: Safely deletes data and
Internet traces under Windows 11
Berlin, April 06, 2022
Every use of applications, every visit to a website in the browser, every file change everything leaves traces on the PC that can be reconstructed by unauthorized third
parties. With the new version of O&O SafeErase, these traces can be safely deleted and
privacy can also be protected under Windows 11.
Files that aren't deleted securely can be restored very easily and without any special expertise. The
integrated O&O SafeErase analysis feature searches for files that weren’t deleted securely and
arranges for them to be permanently deleted immediately. In this same way, it’s possible to
securely delete files that have long been removed from computers as well as external devices and
disks.
With O&O SafeErase 17, O&O Software GmbH is releasing the latest version of its security
application for data erasure. Hard disks, partitions as well as files and folders can be securely
deleted with just a mouse click. Cookies or temporary files can also be deleted in this way.

O&O SafeErase now also supports Windows 11
The newly released version 17 of O&O SafeErase now also supports Microsoft Windows 11 and can
still be installed on all Windows versions from Windows 8.1.

Support for the latest browser versions
When surfing the Internet, O&O SafeErase ensures increased protection of sensitive data and
supports all current browser versions.
Cookies, form data or Internet histories that Microsoft Edge saves can be deleted individually or in
bulk. With Google Chrome, the Chrome Extensions are also supported, so that any data stored
here can also be deleted. With Mozilla Firefox, bookmarks and history can be deleted separately.

Six deletion methods to choose from
Files that have not been securely deleted can be restored very easily and without any special
knowledge. The integrated analysis function of O&O SafeErase searches for insecurely deleted files
and allows them to be securely deleted immediately. A subsequent, secure deletion of files that
have already been removed is also possible here.
O&O SafeErase offers six different deletion methods to choose from. The deletion methods differ in
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the number of runs and the type of overwriting process. The sensitive data is deleted and
overwritten so securely that reconstruction, even with special software, is no longer possible.
Thanks to the integration of O&O SafeErase in Windows Explorer, files, directories and even entire
partitions can be deleted directly from the context menu.

Delete an entire computer
Entire computer deletion allows all data to be securely erased prior to sale, transfer or disposal of
the computer. All files, settings, applications and the operating system are deleted in such a way
that recovery is impossible. With the TotalErase function, a computer can be completely and
securely erased without a boot medium (e.g. boot CD). Administrator rights are required for these
system-critical functions.
Specially adapted deletion methods are offered for use on Solid State Drives (SSDs), so that SSDs
can be deleted just as intensively as normal hard drives.

Pricing and availability
The recommended retail price for the perpetual single license of O&O SafeErase 17 is 29.95 USD,
for use on up to five computers O&O offers the 5-computer license for 49.90 USD.
O&O SafeErase is also available as an annual license for 19.95 USD, the 5-computer license costs
29.95 USD per year. All prices include 19% VAT.
The O&O SafeErase 17 Server Edition for use in companies will be available shortly and is priced at
199 USD. A list of all O&O Authorized Resellers can be found under
https://www.oo-software.com/en/order/reseller.
A free trial version of O&O SafeErase 17 is available on the O&O Website: https://www.oosoftware.com/en/products/oosafeerase. The trial version can be used for deleting files and folders
for 30 days.

About O&O Software
O&O develops solutions for corporate customers that not only support them in their daily activities,
but also help substantially reduce their costs. Our products for system optimization, data imaging,
data recovery, secure data deletion and company-wide administration are pioneers in the Windows
technology sector. Together with our worldwide network of partners, we support corporations,
companies, public authorities and private customers in over 140 countries, all from our
headquarters in Berlin, Germany.
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